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Abstract: In recent years, cultural sustainability has attracted increasing attention within the discourse of sustainable development and sustainable cities. Notwithstanding some effort put on conceptualizing the relationship between culture and sustainability, research on the issue is still in a pre-paradigmatic stage and related empirical studies are scant. In particular, further knowledge is required to understand not only how cultural sustainability has been addressed strategically but also implemented in practice. In this direction, research has pointed out the role of social structures (e.g., partnerships, collaborations, etc.) for achieving cultural sustainability goals. However, focusing on smart cities, attention is limited to how collaborative arrangements can be leveraged within the development of new city services (e.g., smart open innovation) to sustain goals of environmental, economic and social sustainability, with cultural sustainability still playing a marginal role. This paper develops a new framework linking together the strategic level and the practice level in addressing cultural sustainability and conceptualizing the role of collaborative structures in the development of smart innovation. The framework is then used as a frame of reference for analyzing the case of MuseoTorino, a new city museum realized within the smart city strategy of Turin (Italy). The analysis provides evidence of some practices adopted to leverage collaboration and stakeholders’ engagement to strategically address cultural sustainability and to realize it in practice throughout the new service development process.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, cultural sustainability, largely intended as the conservation and preservation of cultural capital [1,2], has emerged as a key topic of interest among different disciplines and contexts, such as public planning [3], urban development [4–7], sustainable development [8,9] and cultural policies [10–12]. Both at international and urban level the issue has attracted the attention of governments, companies and civil society organizations, which are increasingly recognizing the key role of culture in the implementation of national and local development strategies [4,13–15]. In this context, in particular, cultural organizations institutionally committed to cultural heritage preservation have been emphasized as engines of sustainability goals for economic development, social cohesion and environmental preservation for regions and cities [16].

For a long time, cultural sustainability has been mostly missing within the historical debate about sustainable development [2]. Sustainable development has become—as the United Nations’ recent document (2015) clearly demonstrated—a serious normative principle in regulating contemporary
societies to achieve socially good and ethically acceptable attributes, notably safeguarding long-term ecological sustainability, satisfying basic human needs, and promoting inter- and intra-generational social equity [17,18]. Within the broad debate on sustainability, the most influential models only consider environmental, social, and economic aspects as fundamental dimensions with no serious role attached to the cultural aspects of life and society by organizations and governments [11,19,20]. This under-appreciation of culture persisted over time also after the initial emphasis on environmental issues was discarded and economic and social issues were recognized as equally important in the sustainability framework [21–23]. Indeed, in that case the focus simply shifted on the need for balancing the three pillars of environmental, social, and economic sustainability, while culture was exclusively viewed as part of the broader “social” pillar [24–26].

Recently, an increasing number of scholars have started to theorize the role of culture within the sustainability paradigm and have emphasized its importance from a policy [19,27–29] and organizational perspective [16,29,30]. However, the main effort has hitherto been made at the conceptual level, with some theoretical frameworks elaborated for clarifying the role of culture in sustainable development and to understand its relation to social, economic and environmental sustainability [29,30]. Even when the attention shifts at practice level, available (and still scanty) research limited attention to the identification of a set of indicators that can be used by cultural institutions, like museums, to measure their sustainability levels in all the spheres, i.e., the cultural, economic, social and natural environment [16,31]. However, further knowledge is required to understand how cultural sustainability has been implemented in practice, especially by exploring the role of social structures (e.g., partnerships, collaborations, etc.) [29].

In the recent debate about the smart cities [32–34], these social structures have received the attention of scholars and practitioners, since many smart city innovation projects have been carried out relying on collaborative models and the involvement of a number of different city stakeholders, including citizens [35–38]. However, state-of-the-art research has hitherto focused on the benefits that smart open innovation can bring to cities in terms of environmental, economic and social sustainability, while ignoring the role that collaborative arrangements (e.g., associations, partnerships, etc.) based on multiple stakeholder engagement can play in fostering cultural sustainability goals.

This article extends previous research on cultural sustainability and smart open innovation by proposing a new framework that links together the strategic level and the practice level in addressing cultural sustainability goals and conceptualizing the role of collaborative structures in the development of smart innovation. Subsequently, the theoretical model is used as a frame of reference for analyzing a case study [39,40] of an innovation project oriented at the development of a new city museum, i.e., MuseoTorino, in the context of an Italian smart city: Turin. The analysis, in particular, provides empirical evidence of a number of practices adopted at project level to achieve cultural sustainability goals during the development and delivery of the new smart city service.

This paper, in particular, sheds light on how collaborative structures, i.e., partnerships, informal arrangements and multiple stakeholders’ engagement, can be leveraged to strategically address cultural sustainability goals and to realize it in practice both during the development stage and after the launch of the new city museum. This process, in particular, can be achieved through the mobilization—through these social structures—of a variety of tangible and intangible resources, including funding, specialized skills, complementary competences and innovative technologies. Paradoxically, although the smart city has been framed as the most advanced model of a sustainable city, the over-emphasis on technology has contributed to the under-appreciation of the value of culture and cultural institutions within the city sustainability development agenda. In this respect, this paper also aims at restoring the role of cultural sustainability within the discourse of smart cities.

This paper is structured as follows: The first part synthesizes the most relevant knowledge about cultural sustainability. Moreover, through contextualizing the debate in the context of smart cities, it proposes a new framework that addresses the cultural dimension both at strategic and practice level throughout the development of a new cultural service. The second part describes the qualitative
methods adopted and the empirical results of the case study analysis. The final section proposes a discussion of results together with conclusions, including limitations and future research opportunities.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. The Surge of “Culture” in the Sustainability Debate: Moving Towards Strategy in Practice

To explain the term “cultural sustainability”, some authors [1, 41] focus their attention on the three main roles of culture within the sustainability development paradigm that correspond to different representations: (1) culture in sustainability; (2) culture for sustainability and (3) culture as sustainability. The first representation points to cultural sustainability as an independent pillar (i.e., the fourth) to be considered next to ecological, social and economic ones. The second representation, that reflects the prevalent approach, points at material and immaterial culture only as instrumental to other pillars (e.g., ecologic, social and economic) that are considered more important. Culture as sustainability, which is more difficult to realize in practice, considers sustainability as embedded in culture and leading to eco-cultural civilization. In this work, we embrace and focus on “culture in sustainability”, since this representation reflects a relevant advance made towards restoring the value of culture within the broader sustainability agenda [19–42].

Being mainly concerned with informing policymaker’s actions for the sustainable development of cultural heritage organizations (i.e., museums), [30] consider cultural sustainability in narrowed terms, defining it as the conservation and preservation of cultural capital, i.e., “tangible and intangible heritage, artistic production, as well as the knowledge and skills of various social groups, communities, and nations” (p. 569). Drawing on the position that culture is an independent fourth pillar, the authors elaborate a theoretical model for the sustainable development of museums that considers sustainability as the intersection of four circles, corresponding to the pillars of cultural, environmental, social and economic dimensions [43]. For each pillar, the authors identify specific issues (named “parameters”) that can be used both by cultural policy-makers and cultural professionals for understanding the complexity of the phenomenon and orienting their actions and strategies [14, 42].

Two aspects related to Stylianou-Lambert et al.’s framework (2014) [30] are particularly relevant for our argument. First, specific parameters attributable to the cultural sphere can be divided into two main sub-groups, reflecting different strategic approaches and orientations underlying cultural policies or management, notably a “custodial” or “service” orientation and a “customer” or “market” orientation, respectively [44, 45]. Although complementary, tensions exist between these approaches/orientations so that they are often considered as competing and adopted in an exclusive manner by cultural policy makers and cultural heritage organizations. In this regard, an emphasis towards issues included in the first sub-group, i.e. heritage preservation; transfer of cultural skills/knowledge; and construction and promotion of a sense of memory and identity, can be immediately associated to the classic mission of cultural heritage organizations of custody, preservation and education, reflecting the predominance of a “custodial” or “service” orientation [46–48]. This is aimed at fulfilling the museum’s mission, focusing on quality and custody and it underlies an “object-oriented” approach in implementing cultural sustainability [30]. On the contrary, when emphasis is put on parameters of: the inclusion/development of a new audience; promotion of cultural diversity; intercultural dialogue; and encouragement of creativity, innovation and artistic vitality, this is more directly related to the adoption of a “customer-oriented perspective” along with a “people-approach” to cultural sustainability [30]. This is aimed at increasing visitor satisfaction through better accessibility to cultural resources, improved service experiences, direct involvement, and participation of the public in co-creation processes [46, 49].

Another relevant aspect related to a sustainability framework based on four equally important pillars [30] is the acknowledgement that although each of them maintains its own autonomy, identity and value, they are interdependent. This argument is particularly important in relation to the traditional understanding of cultural sustainability only as a part of the broader social sustainability
pillar [24–26]. In this regard, the model emphasizes that parameters respectively associated to the cultural and social sustainability spheres can be closely related, as it happens for cultural diversity and active citizenship, to cite an example. Notwithstanding their interdependence, however, these parameters remain distinctive strategic goals of equal importance within distinctive pillars.

At organizational level, a different but complementary relationship between cultural and other pillars of sustainability has been later elaborated [29]. Indeed, considering the environment of heritage organizations (and in particular of museums and libraries), the authors suggest to shift the attention on how social, economic and environmental structures work to support these organizations in achieving the goals of cultural sustainability. As for the social sphere, in particular, this refers to the role of external agents, like associations and local institutions, especially acting through network and collaborative arrangements, in sustaining the achievement of cultural sustainability goals.

In our argument, re-framing the four sustainability pillars so that economic, environmental and social structures are conceptualized as means for implementing cultural sustainability-oriented strategies, seems to be more appropriate when heritage organizations have to move from the strategic to the practice level. At this level they have to deal with the implementation of specific practices and the mobilization of dedicated resources for achieving the stated goals within all the four areas of sustainability and notably to address key responsibilities regarding culture.

In this regard, scanty attention has been devoted to cultural sustainability at implementation level, i.e., how general principles or parameters related to this pillar can be pursued through specific actions and practices, so as to demonstrate their contribution to the broader cultural sustainability policy agenda [29,50]. Some authors [16,31,51] have started to address—from an organizational perspective—the implementation of cultural sustainability principles at practice level, overcoming the traditional and prevailing focus on other pillars. In this direction, social structures, similarly to the environmental and economic ones, can be pivotal considering that external actors, especially working through partnerships and collaborations, can be involved in implementing specific practices and networks can be exploited to mobilize valuable tangible and intangible resources towards cultural sustainability goals [52].

2.2. Addressing Cultural Sustainability through Smart Open Innovation: A Conceptual Framework

Sustainability goals and practices have become particularly relevant in the context of cities as a response to rapid urbanization patterns and urban growth. This trend is clearly signaled by the increasing diffusion of concepts such as the “Green city”, the “Eco-city”, the “Sustainable city”, the “Low-to-Zero Carbon City” and the “Smart city” [3,7,53–56]. In the policy field, a significant push into this direction was given by the 1992 Rio Summit and the formulation of Local Agenda 21 (LA 21), that called for local policy actions oriented at preserving natural resources and the built environment by balancing ecological needs with socio-economic goals of sustainable economies and social justice [54].

Local governments and policy makers have made some effort to include social and intangible themes in the sustainability discourse [5] and academics have recognized the relevance of culture and cultural heritage for city competitiveness, local communities’ well-being and economic development [5,57]. However, also from the urban development perspective, the main concern still relates to “physical” and “material” issues, like energy efficiency, pollution, urban services and marketing [20,58]. As pointed out by Guzmán et al. [6], all references to culture and cultural heritage in terms of strategy formulation and recommended actions (including the establishment of heritage conservation offices, the attraction of private investments and civic participation in local planning and decision making) are exclusively considered as instrumental to the social, economic and environmental pillars of sustainability [23,59].

The dominant “representation” of culture as “culture for sustainability” [1] in the context of urban sustainable development is particularly evident in the current debate about the smart city [3,32–34,60]. Nowadays, smart city is a fuzzy concept and there is no universally agreed upon definition of it. Indeed, different disciplines have emphasized different aspects of the phenomenon [32] and the concept is
often context-dependent [61]. However, there seems large agreement among researchers, companies, governments and policymakers about the idea that smart cities are ICT-based urban ecosystems aimed at improving economic, social and environmental sustainability [32,33,62,63]. This under-appreciation of culture and cultural heritage characterizes both mainstream approaches adopted in smart city literature, i.e., the ICT-oriented approach and the people-oriented approach [61].

The body of research adopting a technology approach emphasizes the use in urban life of ICT and modern technologies (e.g., innovative infrastructures, transport and energy systems, data analytics, etc.) as enablers for initiatives and projects aimed at decreased environmental impacts, economic regeneration, better quality of life, and public and social service enhancement [37,64,65]. It is clear that the over-emphasis on physical and material aspects and the hegemony of a “technocratic” approach to urban sustainability lead these studies to attach to culture a marginal role. Smart city projects carried on for cultural heritage preservation and enhancement goals are particularly illustrative of this dynamic, since the focus is on the exploitation of state-of-the-art technologies and applications (e.g., augmented reality, virtual reality, RFID, open data and Internet of Things) for developing new or improved services (i.e., smart innovation) that in turn would contribute to ecological efficiency, economic prosperity and social wellbeing [36,66–69].

Studies belonging to the people-oriented approach highlight, in addition to new technologies, the role of human and social capital in developing new or improved smart city services (i.e., smart innovation) for sustainability goals [32,33,60]. Social capital [70–72] can be defined as “the aggregate of resources embedded within, available through, and derived from the network of relationships possessed by an individual or organization” ([73], p. 151). It is widely regarded as a private and public good able to provide actors with benefits (e.g., preferential access to knowledge, influence, solidarity, reputation and new business opportunities) deriving from their memberships in social networks [72,74]. In the context of smart cities, social capital is considered as a key asset for trust and cooperation and it is created and sustained through interaction and exchange among actors being members of open innovation structures [37,65]. The people-oriented approach highlights that open innovation [75,76], being based on networking and inter-institutional relations, seems highly relevant to the new paradigm of the ‘smart city’ that brings technology, people and places together for the benefit of the citizens and the urban locality [33,37]. Smart open innovation models (i.e., open innovation models realized within the context of smart cities) include public-private-people partnerships, living labs and e-governance, which link local government, research institutions, universities, companies, third-sector organizations and citizens into collaborative innovation structures aimed at developing more inclusive, higher quality and efficient services for both visitors and inhabitants [35–38,77,78].

However, as also emerged by the analysis of different projects carried on in smart cities e.g., [60,69] state-of-the-art research has mainly focused on the benefits that smart open innovation can bring to cities in terms of environmental, economic and social sustainability, while ignoring the role that collaborative arrangements (e.g., partnerships) based on multiple stakeholder engagement can play in fostering cultural sustainability goals.

Once recognized, the importance of re-establishing culture as a fourth pillar also within the debate about smart cities, and to understand how collaborative arrangements can be leveraged within smart innovation projects for achieving goals of cultural sustainability, we draw and integrated work by [29,30] and their conceptualization of cultural sustainability with recent knowledge about open innovation in smart cities to build a new framework, as represented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Leveraging Smart Open Innovation for Cultural Sustainability: A Conceptual Framework.

This framework shows how network arrangements based on the collaboration between cultural organizations (i.e., main providers of new services) and a variety of local stakeholders (private firms, non-profit organizations, local governments, citizens, etc.), can be leveraged at (innovation) project level to implement strategies mainly oriented at cultural sustainability goals rather than at environmental, economic and social sustainability. Considering that the development of a new service usually includes the stages of “ideation/design”, “implementation/analysis” and “launch and service delivery” [79], we can assume that: In the first stage, actors define what areas of cultural sustainability to address and how the new service to develop will be realized to pursue specific sub-goals; in the subsequent stages of implementation, launch and delivery, specific (tangible and intangible) resources, including funding, specialized skills, complementary competences, social capital and state-of-the-art technologies would be mobilized through collaborative networks to realize specific processes and practices aimed at pursuing the stated goals of cultural sustainability. It is important to highlight that although the framework includes—at the strategic level—all four pillars of sustainability and related areas (represented in Figure 1 as overlapping circles), coherently to Stylianou-Lambert at al. [30], it emphasizes the analytical focus on cultural sustainability (i.e., the related circle is represented through a different color and is put in the foreground). Moreover, within the circle of cultural sustainability, the framework represents the trade-off existing between custodial-oriented goals (e.g., heritage preservation, cultural skills and knowledge, memory and identity) and market-oriented goals (e.g., new audience development, inclusion, cultural diversity, intercultural dialogue, creativity, innovation and artistic vitality). The framework also shows the influence of Loach et al. [29], since in
this case we focus on the role that—at practice level—social structures (e.g., collaborative arrangements) play in fostering cultural sustainability as designed at the strategic level.

3. Research Methods

3.1. Case Selection

Relying on the elaborated framework, an exploratory case study analysis [39,40] has been conducted to empirically investigate how the cultural dimension of sustainability has been addressed both strategically and in practice within projects of smart open innovation. On the one hand, the case study analysis would serve to validate the analytical and interpretive potential of the framework. On the other hand, through the example of an innovation project carried out in the context of smart cities, it will provide some useful indications about how to leverage collaboration and multiple stakeholder involvement to pursue strategic goals of cultural sustainability.

In order to answer the research question, we selected an empirical context where the phenomenon of investigation was transparently observable [39]: The development of a complex cultural service system and specifically of a new city museum (MuseoTorino). Indeed, MuseoTorino, conceived as a project of cultural urban heritage preservation and active citizenship, represents a complex service system whose development and maintenance has been realized through the involvement and collaboration of a high number of different city stakeholders, including local public authorities, museums, private organizations, third sector organizations and the local community [80]. Accordingly, such a choice enables us understand to what extent cultural sustainability was, since the beginning, a deliberated and explicit strategic goal of the project and to what extent and how it was pursued in practice through the development and delivery stages by leveraging the open collaborative nature of the new cultural service.

MuseoTorino, whose origins go back to 2004, is a project based on an idea of Daniele Jalla, the executive coordinator of the Museum Services of Turin. It is among the few examples of “smart heritage” [81], a term recently used in the literature to describe a very innovative type of museum that is “ubiquitous”, i.e., “it can be enabled, accessed, experienced, and shared by different technologies and communities of users both in person and remotely” and diffused “outside the traditional museum walls and spread around in the whole visitors’ experience of a territory” (p.159). The “smartness” of the project was an important criterion guiding our case selection. In this regard, it characterizes the service product, MuseoTorino, for two main reasons: First, from a user’s perspective, smartness immediately reflects the most tangible features of the innovative museum that actually consist in a web platform [82]. Secondly, the project has been developed within a formal smart city strategy, undertaken by the city of Turin, who are strongly committed and engaged in the smart development process. Indeed, the development of MuseoTorino was supported by the city context, with local municipalities increasingly devoted to the research of higher quality standards, including new solutions and models for cultural heritage fruition and development, along with the promotion of a new vision of citizens as active users and co-producers of the local cultural system, that is coherently aligned with the image of the “ideal” smart city. For these reasons, MuseoTorino also offers a valuable opportunity to reposition cultural sustainability in the foreground in the recent discourse about smart cities so that it does not need to lag behind the overemphasized dimensions of social, economic and environmental sustainability.

Above all, we chose to focus on MuseoTorino because within the cultural heritage field it can be considered, for all intents and purposes, as an international best practice of innovation, as is shown by a lot of recognitions and awards, including the “Information and Communication Technology 2011 Award”, released by the International Council of Museum (ICOM), and the “World Excellence” Award, assigned in 2012 during the event “The Best in Heritage”, sponsored by ICOM, ICCROM and UNESCO. Beyond official acknowledgements, the innovative nature of MuseoTorino and its capacity to leverage collaborative arrangements to pursue cultural sustainability goals can also be theoretically grounded
in innovation studies. In this respect, we refer to both the nature and intensity of change, that make MuseoTorino a complex architectural service innovation [83], and to its high potential for replication, a key requirement to turn any change into innovation, according to a Schumpeterian perspective [84]. More specifically, the uniqueness and originality of MuseoTorino mainly derives from the combination of existing and new elements, including the service concept, the service delivery system, the skills and competencies mobilized to realize it, and the variety of actors involved in its realization. At the same time, its replicability is proved by its capacity to serve as a “service template” to be faithfully utilized in other Italian cities (i.e., Ferrara and Oristano) and to be applied for the realization of similar offerings and value propositions). Indeed, the projects realized in Ferrara and Oristano were based on the same idea inspiring MuseoTorino, sharing the same overall goals, especially in terms of cultural sustainability. MuseoFerrara and MuseOristano were both initiated in partnership with the city of Turin and a number of local public institutions and can be regarded as truly “twin” projects, since they shared a high number of features with the original service product of MuseoTorino, a template for replication in all its constituent dimensions (e.g., service concept, service interface, etc.) and tangible features (notably the website architecture, software, structure, goals and content).

3.2. Data Collection and Analysis

Data has been collected combining documents and semi-structured interviews [40,85]. Documents used for systematic evaluation as part of the study took a variety of forms, including background papers, brochures, journals, event programs, letters and memoranda, press releases, institutional reports, information available on the museum website and scripts of an intervention at a conference about the project. Above all, we extensively relied on data published on various issues on an online ad hoc journal ([Rivista MuseoTorino]), containing a lot of information about the museum and related activities and sub-projects. Semi-structured interviews were conducted in the period April-June 2015 with three key-informants: (1) the managing director of the overall “Torino Smart City” program (Key Informant 1—KI1); (2) the project creator and coordinator of the Museum Services of Turin (Key Informant 2—KI2); (3) the director of MuseoTorino (Key Informant 3—KI3). A key feature of the semi-structured interviews is that they provide in-depth information about a certain phenomenon by covering various issue concerning the study. Informants were selected according to a theoretical sampling criterion [86], seeking sampling adequacy rather than sample representativeness. In this respect, we included in the sample participants who had in-depth knowledge of the phenomenon of interest. Two informants (Key Informants 2 and 3) in particular were mainly selected because of their key roles in the realization of the MuseoTorino project; this allowed depth to be achieved and the topic to be interpreted through the meanings that interviewees brought to it. At the same time, since it was important to understand how MuseoTorino was related to the broader smart city strategy realized in Turin and its sustainability goals, we selected another key informant (KI1) directly involved in the formulation of such a strategy and having a deep knowledge about the institutional, economic and social context of the city.

Before carrying on interviews, we analyzed documents to achieve background information and historical insights about the project as well as to identify some additional questions to be asked as part of the research, especially related to change, development and project outcomes [87]. In order to pursue data saturation: (1) Interviews were structured to facilitate asking participants the same questions; (2) we constructed a saturation grid, wherein major issues and topics related to the conceptual framework were listed on the vertical axis and interviews were listed on the horizontal axis [88]; (3) we relied on data triangulation through multiple data sources [85]. Specifically, we did not only use information and insights derived from documents as a valuable addition to our knowledge base but also to verify findings acquired from the interviews. In this respect, it is worth highlighting that gathering data through documents was particularly useful considering that interviews were retrospective in nature and that sometimes informants could have omitted or forgotten some details.
The integration of documentary data and interviews allowed us to achieve theoretical saturation, that is, adequate knowledge to validate ideas and concepts elaborated in our “meso-level” framework about the role of collaborative structures in pursuing cultural sustainability goals within smart cities. Indeed, through the empirical analysis we mainly aimed at demonstrating the complexity of the phenomenon rather than disentangling such a complexity. Finally, in order to increase the validity and reliability of data, we took notes during interviews and provided the interviews a chance to sum up and clarify the main points they had made [89].

The analysis of empirical data was based on constant comparative analysis or “coding” [90]: Both researchers read through the entire set of data, chunked the data into smaller meaningful parts and then labelled each chunk with a descriptive title (or code) and similar chunks with the same code [91]. Coding was carried out mainly deductively, due to the fact that codes were identified prior to the analysis (as reflected in the conceptual framework) and then looked for in the data. However, we also proceed inductively, considering novel insights emerging from the case study that could be relevant for informing existing knowledge and the framework, especially with regard to the actual implementation process of cultural sustainability-oriented practices and the criticalities that arose during the realization of the projects that—to some extant—created obstacles to the achievement of the stated goals of cultural sustainability.

4. Findings: Addressing Sustainability throughout the New Museum Development Process

4.1. The “Ideation/Design” Stage: The Strategic Goals of Cultural Sustainability

Referring to the conceptual framework presented in Figure 1, since the design stage of new museum development, the overall innovation strategy assigned a primary role to the cultural dimension, as it is reflected the service concept and the value proposition of MuseoTorino. Indeed, strategic goals of cultural sustainability were not considered as instrumental to other pillars of sustainability, especially the environmental and economic ones. For example, as underlined by a key informant talking about the relationship between the museum and the environment:

"Energy savings and CO\textsubscript{2} emissions were not relevant within MuseoTorino development strategy [. . .]. The impacts produced for the environment are not relevant not the least when considering that MuseoTorino exists only as an on-line museum and, consequently, it does not produce the level of consumption, including energy, of a physical museum (K12)."

In a similar way, it was underlined that:

"cultural tourism development (e.g., an economic sustainability area, authors’ note) was not among the initial objectives of MuseoTorino (K13)."

Faithful to a “culture in sustainability” perspective [1], cultural sustainability goals were viewed as independent objectives to pursue because of the acknowledgment of their relevance for the sustainable development of the museum, although high attention was also put on social sustainability areas, as we will also discuss in more depth:

"the improvement of wellbeing and quality of life as well as a higher awareness of citizens about their city were also included among the main goals of MuseoTorino [K12]."

At the strategic level, areas of cultural sustainability were not equally treated since more attention was given to object-oriented goals, clearly reflecting the predominance of a custodial-oriented approach focused on heritage preservation, the transfer of cultural skills and knowledge, and the construction of a public memory and a sense of identity. In this regard, the official mission statement of the museum explicitly points at the preservation of urban heritage (e.g., objects, places, buildings, landscapes) and the transfer of its knowledge as the main goals of the project:
(the museum’s goal is to) preserve, improve, document and communicate knowledge. Its heritage consists of contemporary places and the spaces where it is possible to find, in the form of more or less visible signs, traces and cues, the whole history of the city [92].

However, notwithstanding the main orientation towards traditional areas of cultural sustainability, both goals of heritage preservation and the transfer of knowledge related to the visible and the living city were pursued in an innovative way in comparison to classical civic museums and other cultural institutions like libraries and archives. In this respect, while the mission of traditional museums is to preserve a material collection, MuseoTorino identified itself “with the knowledge that people have about it” [93]. In order to preserve, communicate and extend this knowledge, the new museum was designed as simultaneously real and virtual. In its real dimension, the ambition was to innovate obsolete traditional city and history museums, whose restricted walls made it difficult to communicate the dynamism and growth of modern cities like Turin. Accordingly, it would be a diffused city museum connecting interpretation centers distributed throughout the city, i.e., physical spaces able to stimulate in visitors a process of independent discovery and understanding about the city. In its virtual form, the online museum—to be endowed with an archive, a digital library and media library—would be the main place to guard and communicate the immaterial value of the city and its history. However, compared to archives and libraries, it was intended to promote a dialogue and convergence of intents among different cultural institutions, enhancing the coordination and integration of their activities and reducing conflicts among different disciplines and groups of professionals.

Finally, as for the construction of a public memory and a sense of identity, these cultural sustainability goals were addressed mainly through designing MuseoTorino as a city museum, aimed at disseminating knowledge about its socio-economic structure and the new built urban heritage [94]. Indeed, the building up of a city museum (still missing in Turin at that time) was strongly felt:

for giving an answer also on a cultural level, to the increasing disorientation, a source of estrangement and insecurity, that the big city produces [92],

Effects were exacerbated by the rapid and relentless transformation of Turin and the high level of mobility of its inhabitants. In this respect, as explained by the Mayor of the city:

also the meaning attributed to the process of constructing a public memory is new. Indeed, MuseoTorino aimed at involving all the people who keep and communicate the traces and the evidence of the city history [93].

In the strategic plan of MuseoTorino, all custodial-oriented goals of cultural sustainability (heritage preservation, the transfer of cultural skills and knowledge, the construction of a public memory and a sense of identity) were grounded on the idea to realize a “museum for everyone” [92] or a “participated museum” [92], based on the active involvement, participation and knowledge-sharing of citizens. In this respect, as already said, cultural sustainability goals partially overlapped with and complemented the social sustainability goal of developing a sense of place through active citizenship and engagement. Increasingly emphasized across European cities as a means of producing a sense of place and belonging to the community [27,95,96], active citizenship in political, cultural, social and economic areas of the city life assumed a crucial role for Turin, inhabited both by local natives and immigrants with a high level of geographical mobility. Since it requires in-depth knowledge, understanding and awareness of the city and its identity (i.e., a cultural sustainability goal), this process, in turn, would be sustained by a participative approach, that is:

involving a continuously increasing number of actors, especially all the citizens interested in and available to contribute to the growth of the museum by sharing their knowledge, know-how, memories as well as proposing ideas, initiatives and projects [92].
In this direction, MuseoTorino aimed at exercising also a social and civic role by storing and making available information of public value and utility and offering news and reliable data to actively participate in the city life, also contributing to increase the transparency of public administrations and create a dialogue between them and the citizens.

If the adoption of a custodial-oriented approach was undoubtedly prevalent, at least some attention to market-oriented goals was put in the design/ideation stage of the new museum, as is shown by the idea to realize MuseoTorino as a “a museum for everybody” [92], i.e., to develop different audiences beyond the citizens and immigrants who constituted the main public of the new museum. Indeed, MuseoTorino was thought to arouse the curiosity and interest of potential, future or current city visitors by providing them with accurate and diverse knowledge about the historical transformation of Turin, its places, buildings, spaces and events. This would stimulate the museum users to visit the city, enable them to more effectively plan their tours, or explore the city with higher emotional involvement and connection with the city life, i.e.,

feeling as truly natives for all the time they decide to stay in the city [92].

Moreover, the museum was officially designed to satisfy the specific needs of different targets of users, being at the same time

a tool available to the curious and the passionate, to the teacher and the student [92].

4.2. The “Analysis and Development” Stage: Realizing Cultural Sustainability in Practice

In this section we will examine to “what extent” and “how” cultural sustainability goals established at the strategic level in the ideation stage were pursued in practice through the complex pilot project of MuseoTorino (“Cantiere MuseoTorino”) that started in 2009 and lasted approximately 18 months until the inauguration in March 2011. In particular, guided by our framework (Figure 1), we are interested to explore how specific (tangible and intangible) resources including funding, specialized skills, complementary competences, social capital and state-of-the-art technologies will be mobilized through collaborative arrangements (such as formal partnerships and informal networks) to realize specific processes and practices aimed at addressing the areas of cultural sustainability we previously examined in detail.

MuseoTorino received significant political and financial support; indeed, it was sponsored by public authorities placed at different levels (e.g., the City Municipality, the Province and the Region) while some sub-projects and activities were financed through private funds (e.g., banks). However, interviews reported that sponsorships and opportunities of private funding were not critical factors for carrying on the project since

various partners involved in the different sub-projects and yards had no formal neither informal financial commitment since all the related activities would be realized, as a basic rule, through specific public funding allocated to the overall city museum project (KI3).

However, the case of specific projects financed by private firms demonstrated that the capacity of proposers to communicate convincing ideas was crucial not only to ensure the commitment of private firms to financially support their development but also to help them feel like active agents in the process and sustain the development of social capital among partners. For example, as reported with regard to the digital library project, they received significant financial support from a private bank [97]:

At the basis of the machine there is the trust of the financing body who has recognized an original idea (...). Without this economic fuel nothing would have happened, but (...) in the mechanism of the contract/trust the financing partner did not only have the means. Actually, he has been an active part of the process; the lever and the goal, both together, have led to reinforcing social capital among different parties.
The founding partnership included a limited number of actors, including, next to the city municipality (the unit responsible for museums and cultural heritage services and serving as initiator and leader of the project), the University of Turin, the Polytechnic, the MIBAC Regional Division, the Piemonte Region and the Province of Turin, which were all informally involved in the early stage of development of the new museum. The working group of the city, beyond a small group of curators coordinated by a head, included collaborators employed in a number of divisions of the city municipality (e.g., archive and document management services, infrastructures and electronic services), that were involved on the basis of their specific competencies and experiences. The curators, in particular, played the main role in the project, taking continued and active participation in the design activities of the museum website as well as coordinating and monitoring the work realized by their collaborators. Moreover, specific proposals or approved projects were respectively submitted to and carried out under the scientific supervision of a Steering Committee.

The mobilization of technical competences and know-how was crucial for the development of MuseoTorino as an online and virtual museum that included a number of service components, notably a library, an electronic journal, geo-referenced city maps and a virtual and permanent exhibition. To this end, a formal partnership was signed with a young IT firm who was specialized in web development services and the application of highly innovative technologies. Beyond providing technical expertise, the start-up also coordinated, together with Jalla’s team of professionals, the many activities required to collect and integrate the contents of the museum website, such as historical investigations, the search and collection of documents, the compilation and editing of tabs related to places and people, the production and re-production of images, the elaboration of the relevant mapping, the update of the archaeological map of the city, and the digitalization of books and texts.

The selection of specific partners (firms, associations, individuals) involved in the pilot project was an easy, spontaneous and informal endeavor. Indeed, they were chosen on the basis of previous experiences of work collaboration with the city municipality and the creator, who already knew them for their competences, reputation and trustworthiness; at the same time, the building of the collaborative network benefited from a favorable local context oriented at openness and networking:

*each partner had previous experience of cooperation and there was a reciprocal acknowledgement of competences...there had been a convergence of factors related, among others, to the research interests of universities, the Municipality’s willingness to sustain the smart development of the city, and the diffusion of initiatives and instruments that were able to encourage partnerships' formation and networking activities (K13).*

To carry on the overall master plan of the project, there was the adoption of an incremental management approach based on the realization of a number of research projects called “yards” (“cantieri”), each focusing on a specific area or theme. The experimental stage was based on 19 yards and involved about 80 people, including freelancers, volunteers or members of the city municipality, local districts, research and protection entities, museums, archives, libraries, cultural institutions and associations. These actors, selected because of their consolidated experience in activities of study and research about the history of the city and in the preservation, enhancement or promotion of the urban cultural heritage, contributed to the production of texts, graphics, photos for mapping the city and of a significant number of “catalogue tabs”, focused on the description of various places, events, actors and books related to Turin.

*Each yard is associated to a working group. Each is created according to specific competences required to pursue the goal of the sub-project […]. It is the Scientific Committee that decides in which yard to invest and which to support (K12).*

Among the various yards, the development of the digital library is a highly illustrative example of the importance assumed by “a federative model” [97], i.e., a collaborative-oriented and inclusive
approach that inspired the project and characterized it throughout its temporal unfolding. Indeed, in view of adopting this federative model, the initial idea to outsource the project to a specialized firm was abandoned and replaced by the establishment of multiple formal partnerships with a number of partners, e.g., the public research institute IRES Piemonte, the University of Turin and most libraries in the city. All these actors worked together, putting their human and material resources and technical competences together to realize a complex digitalization process that lead to 150 digital texts in just two months. As explained by the director of IRES documentation center and commercial office:

> the adjective “federal” evokes the right ideas since it tries to describe the most innovative and stimulating managerial aspects that characterize a dynamic and changeable entity (i.e., MuseoTorino); in a federation there is a pact stipulated among actors who preserve their autonomy and who, consequently, join together because they share a common goal, by providing the specific inputs that they own [97].

More generally, as underlined by KI3:

> At partnership level, there was a process of cross-fertilization among different partners that had led to an increase in the knowledge and social capital of partners owned with complementary resources and competences (KI3).

Material resources (funds, physical infrastructures and technologies) along with technical and professional competences of many city stakeholders, were mobilized through network structures and their wide involvement in specific yards not simply to pursue the cultural sustainability goals of preserving urban heritage and transferring knowledge and cultural skills, but also to foster—through their active commitment in the study of the city transformation process—the development of a sense of place and belonging. At the same time, assigning the preservation of urban heritage and the transfer of cultural knowledge to city stakeholders and citizens could not be done without guaranteeing the authenticity and reliability of this knowledge for the museum future users. For these reasons, the bottom-up and participatory logic was combined with a formal centralized governance: The Scientific Committee was responsible to select which yards to activate and support, to analyze and critically examine the knowledge produced by local actors involved in each yard, who were open to collectively discuss contents as well as inclined to potential revisions and improvement of contents. This means that:

> although each yard constituted a distinct and independent working group based on distinctive competences, all the key decisions were centralized in the leading partner (the city municipality, authors’ note) (KI2).

As it happened in a number of smart open innovation projects carried out in other cities, also in the case of MuseoTorino, state-of-the-art technologies, including semantic web, open data and a new generation database, were exploited in the experimentation stage to realize what had been designed at the strategic level as a “museum for everyone” [92] as well as to foster user innovation, two people-oriented cultural sustainability goals. In this respect, a large variety of forms of knowledge resources related to the urban heritage were collected, put together and organized within the website to satisfy the needs and expectations of different audiences, including scholars, researchers, students, people passionate about urban heritage and tourists in search of information for planning their tour in the city. The innovative website architecture and the advanced technological platforms, standards and applications offered many opportunities for customizing the ways for searching for information on the website and experiencing the museum visit. Notably, through a Google Map application, potential visitors could navigate the site in a highly interactive way and identify the exact physical position in the city of historical buildings, libraries, museums and, by freely exploring the map, could get access for each object notes, links to archives and libraries, and complementary sources.
Innovative technologies were also used to make MuseoTorino a “web portal” [92], enabling the search and access to complementary sources of knowledge about the city available elsewhere in the web. Finally, the implementation of an open data model would enable the sharing of information with users and other systems (e.g., social networks) while the adoption of a license scheme served to facilitate the free use of the website contents by potential developers and innovators.

4.3. The “Launch and Delivery” Stage: Reinforcing Cultural Sustainability-Oriented Practices

The last stage of the project, i.e., its “launch and delivery”, was initiated in March 2011, when the Museum opened its doors to the public with the official launch of the website and the public screening of a multimedia performance about the history of the city. At that time, a number of service components still required to be developed, old projects needed to be completed and new projects to be initiated. Actually, there was a deliberate intention to offer visitors an incomplete website so as to transmit the message that activities aimed at sustaining the cultural sustainability goals of preserving urban cultural heritage, transferring skills and knowledge, and constructing and reinforcing a strong sense of place and identity, constituted an endless task for all citizens.

Given the changeable and process nature of the museum, social structures—based on formal partnerships and citizens’ involvement—were reinforced after the launch. Interestingly, in this stage, practices adopted to mobilize tangible and intangible resources through collaborative arrangements were revealed to be helpful not only in relation to conservation-oriented goals of cultural sustainability, but also to develop new audiences and foster creativity and innovation. Firstly, there was a clear commitment to strengthen the intensity of the collaboration initiated in an informal way with actors working in the project and specific yards:

[nowadays] all working relations within each yard have been formalized. In an overall unifying perspective, they assume the form of peer-to-peer relationships [...]. The city municipality puts itself at the center of relationships among partners (K13).

As we understood, especially looking at extant website documentation, this was done by realizing a formal scheme of memorandum of understanding and bilateral agreements to be subscribed by two parties: the city municipality and the founding partners and actors working on the project. The adoption of the memorandum, that has to be renewed on an annual basis, has become an institutionalized practice also for new projects (and new partners) activated after the launch. This decision was mainly motivated by the highly innovative content of specific projects that would have benefitted from more structure and formalization, for example, in terms of establishing and sharing milestones and monitoring points among partners. All the agreements contained precise and detailed information about the content of the partnership, clarifying the specific goals and modes of collaboration and highlighting the reciprocal commitment of each party in realizing the specific sub-project (including “yards”), making available their know-how and competences, forming ad hoc working groups and even planning conjoint activities to promote the involvement of other potential actors.

Secondly, there was an effort to enlarge the collaborative network revolving around the realization of MuseoTorino. Indeed, while in the development stage, the selection and involvement of partners was mainly based on previous relations and experiences of collaboration; the future development of MuseoTorino will more significantly rely on “the engagement of unlimited and undifferentiated users” (K13).

As it has also been clearly explained by the councilman:

From the commitment to the city-user it has drawn an impulse to go further in the perspective to assign to the citizens the role of protagonists and not only that of recipients of museum policies. This by allowing them to become, to different degrees and levels of involvement, agents of the work of protection and enhancement of the cultural heritage [98].
A relevant step in this direction was made through the implementation—for the website—of an approach based on user-generated contents and inspired to the “Wikipedia” logic through which MuseoTorino aimed at stimulating the participation of citizens in sharing their knowledge and experiences, proposing ideas and projects. More specifically, the website was made more interactive and it was possible for the web user community to create new contents and modify the existing ones, but also to signal mistakes or omissions. Moreover, the web architecture was configured in order to enable a valuable interaction with users, facilitating their involvement: All online visitors could potentially express their will to participate in new projects and activities oriented at the development and growth of MuseoTorino; this could be done by identifying new potential research yards to activate, suggesting new fields of investigation and ideas to enrich its collection, proposing integrative materials and new touristic trails, compiling specific tabs, sharing stories, memories and knowledge about the city and its history.

Once again, however, the exploitation of open social structures for cultural sustainability had to be balanced with the need of ensuring the quality of the overall collective and participatory process of co-creating the museum reinforcing MuseoTorino’s commitment towards maintaining a high reputation and trustworthiness among citizens and visitors; this was done by innovating the specific way in which the “Wikipedia” logic was implemented: Before their definitive online publication, user-generated contents were filtered and validated by MuseoTorino’s technical team, who was fully responsible to verify the reliability, accuracy and validity of all information. In a similar way, suggested research projects to activate always required the preliminary technical evaluation and approval by the scientific committee to be initiated.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The overall goal of this paper is to deepen our knowledge about the strategic role of cultural sustainability for cultural institutions and cultural policymakers, and to identify some practices that could be adopted to address cultural sustainability through the collaborative development of new service offerings. To address this research issue we chose smart cities and the development of new smart city services as the privileged context of both conceptual development and empirical investigation. Indeed, the need to restore cultural sustainability in comparison to other pillars of sustainability has been emphasized in the recent smart city discourse; at the same time, increasing importance has been acknowledged to open innovation models and the collaborative development of new smart city services.

To this end, we embraced a “culture in sustainability” perspective [1] to firstly elaborate a new framework linking together the strategic level and the implementation level in addressing cultural sustainability goals in the context of smart open innovation. The framework shows how a cultural sustainability strategy, established in the design stage of new service development, can be implemented through mobilizing tangible and intangible resources within collaborative structures (e.g., partnership, associations, stakeholders’ involvement). Relying on the elaborated framework, we carried on an exploratory case study of an innovation project oriented at the development of a new city museum in the context of an Italian smart city (Turin).

Empirical results provided evidence of the analytical value of the framework with regard to the role of collaborative structures (e.g., partnerships, informal arrangements, user involvement) to address cultural sustainability goals through the development of new smart city services. Specifically, the case study showed how the frameworks respectively proposed by Loach et al [29] and Stylianou-Lambert et al. [30] can be combined together (Figure 1) to fill a relevant research gap, i.e., to understand how cultural sustainability can be first strategically designed and then realized in practice at the project level, throughout the different stages of development of a new cultural service offering; that is from the ideation phase to the launch and delivery phase of a new service (i.e., a new city museum). The framework allows us to understand the meaning and value of a “culture in sustainability” perspective [1] according to which cultural sustainability is regarded not as secondary
in comparison to environmental, economic and social pillars but as independent and equally important, in line with what many authors have recently pointed out [11,19]. At the strategic level, the analysis of a complex multi-stakeholder innovation project helped us to put in the foreground the complex role played by cultural institutions, like museums and libraries, that risks to be underappreciated with an over-emphasis on the triple bottom line approach [95,99]. Cultural sustainability goals, indeed, were clearly reflected—at the strategic level—in the service concept and value proposition of MuseoTorino, while other pillars, notably environmental and economic, were not expressly included in the strategy plan of the project. In addition, social sustainability, mainly in terms of sense of identity and active citizenship, was also a targeted pillar of the project, although it was considered as complementary and, anyway, as not more important than culture itself. These findings supported the statement that a clear distinction or even a marked contrast among sustainability pillars is not always possible nor useful [30]. In this case, in particular, social and cultural sustainability parameters were closely related and mutually reinforcing, both to be pursued through a participated approach, that also included decision-making processes about the city and a collective action of care and protection of the urban heritage.

Assuming a more critical perspective, notwithstanding the importance to restore the value of culture in the sustainability debate, in the context of smart city strategies a disproportionate or even exclusive attention focus on cultural sustainability can be justified and is acceptable only for a limited number of smart city projects (such as MuseoTorino) within the overall portfolio of initiatives and activities. Otherwise, there is the risk of failing to address the overall mission of any smart development strategy that, indeed, should simultaneously consider all the pillars of sustainability, pursuing environmental saving and energy efficiency along with pushing local economies and ensuring better social services and quality of life to citizens and the local community [3,33,61]. This actually happened for Turin, where the formal smart development program was based on Public-private partnerships including 160 actors and 66 different city stakeholders “called to” work together around a number of different thematic tables including, among others, energy, mobility, health, life, inclusion and culture (KI1).

This means that taking the illustrative example of environmental sustainability, the adoption of innovative technologies to make physical museums, libraries and archives more efficient and environmentally-friendly should be included in any smart development plan, independently of their primary role as cultural institutions devoted to the preservation of cultural heritage and the transfer of cultural knowledge and skills to present and future generations. In a similar way, smart technologies and collaborative structures should be leveraged to make cultural institutions part of an innovation ecosystem able to promote local economies, creating new jobs and sustaining cultural tourism. In this respect, however, MuseoTorino was not completely successful, as demonstrated by the words used by KI3 with regard to the impact produced by the project at the economic level:

\[ \ldots \] Economic impact was circumscribed and derived from few projects. Notably, in the digitalization project we could take advantage of a funding opportunity from Compagnia San Paolo (an Italian bank, authors’ note) that made available to workers who had been receiving lay-off benefits training and supplementary income vouchers.

In a similar way, KI2 claims:

The lack of funding has tremendously diminished the potential of the project. The economic impact was not relevant considering that it led to the enrollment of only eight scientific professionals in the period 2010–2011

Similarly, the capacity of MuseoTorino to promote cultural tourism was very low:

The website is visited only by foreign experts but it is not appealing to tourists (KI3).
We can conclude that the implementation of a “subsidiary model” (that also was a target goal of MuseoTorino) was not completely successful and that fundraising campaigns, highly emphasized in the context of smart cities to address economic sustainability [100], were not planned or probably resulted ineffective in sustaining the overall project.

Beyond clarifying the meaning of a “culture in sustainability” perspective in the context of smart open innovation, the empirical analysis of MuseoTorino also helps to reveal how in developing new smart services, cultural institutions are called to manage the classical trade-off between a custodial-orientation focused on urban heritage (e.g., an “object-based” approach) and a market-orientation approach focused on visitors, their needs and expectations (e.g., a “people-oriented” approach) [44–48]. Currently, there is still a paucity of empirical studies about how tensions between these two orientations are managed to implement cultural sustainability strategies (for an exception see [30]). In the case of MuseoTorino, it is interesting emphasizing that although the predominance of a custodial-oriented approach focused on heritage preservation, the transfer of cultural skills and knowledge, the construction of a public memory and a sense of identity, a viable pathway is pursuing custodial-oriented goals in an innovative manner compared to traditional cultural institutions (museums, libraries, archives, etc.). In this respect, it emerged that MuseoTorino differentiated from both traditional civic museums and city museums. Compared to the former, the main novelty was its combined—real and virtual—nature and the balanced integration of different channels, notably interpretation centers and the museum website, and related material and immaterial elements to pursue its institutional mission. MuseoTorino also distinguished itself from most city museums in the effort to construct a public memory and a sense of identity, mainly relying on a planned participatory approach, i.e., citizens’ active involvement, participation and knowledge sharing in both the development and delivery of the new service system. Indeed, this channel was also able to promote to some extent some market-oriented goals, e.g., inclusion and new audience development along with collective creativity and innovation.

The case study analysis also contributes to fill a relevant research gap, since it provides new knowledge about how cultural sustainability can been implemented in practice through the development of smart open innovation projects by leveraging social structures for innovation (i.e., formal partnerships, informal arrangements, citizens’ involvement). In this respect, only very recently, [29] pointed out the need to identify practices and processes to be adopted to pursue goals of cultural sustainability that would support cultural institutions in making their implementation effort more effective. Through analyzing the stages of development, launch and delivery of a smart open innovation project, the case study provides valuable knowledge about how some organizational practices and processes can serve to mobilize tangible and intangible resources, including funding, specialized skills, complementary competences and innovative technologies through multi-stakeholder partnerships and citizens’ involvement. In this direction, it can provide not only valuable indications to cultural institutions committed to new service development and smart innovation but also useful insights to local policy makers working in the formulation of smart city development policies oriented at cultural sustainability goals. The case study showed that a relevant practice is the initial selection of a limited number of partners to be involved in the project, whose choice is based on previous relationships, and thus on their trust, reputation and recognized competences. This choice is viewed as particularly important to address the cultural sustainability areas of heritage preservation and transfer of knowledge about the city. Indeed, these activities require specialized competences and the work of professionals, scholars and researchers actively committed as experts to culture and activities related to urban heritage. However, specialized competences in the cultural heritage field have to be combined with knowledge and technical expertise in state-of-the-art technologies and applications. As it has been emphasized in the smart city debate and empirically documented in many smart cities worldwide [34,101,102], technological innovation is crucial in the development of new city services: In the case of MuseoTorino, the partnership with an IT start-up was not only instrumental to the realization of the website and its complex architecture but also for the development of some
smartphone applications based on data and information available on the museum website. Finally, technology also allowed the implementation of a “Wikipedia logic” that would serve as a tool for user involvement in the endless development of MuseoTorino.

The careful analysis of the implementation and delivery stages allowed us to identify a relevant organizational practice used to manage the tension existing between two needs. On the one hand, MuseoTorino had to maintain high reputation and trustworthiness about the quality of heritage preservation and transferred knowledge; this would inevitably have led to maintain a “low inclusive” approach over time. On the other hand, it aimed at sustaining the development and maintenance of a public memory and a sense of identity together with active citizenship, that necessarily required high inclusion and participation. The answer to manage this tension was the adoption of a dual mode of governance based on the combination of a bottom-up and a top-down logic: (1) An incremental approach of different sub-projects (e.g., based on yards and a Wikipedia logic) with an “open” nature so that everyone could propose a specific yard or contribute to enrich the website with new tabs and information about the city; (2) the setup of a Scientific Committee who critically evaluated and decided which yards to activate and was responsible for the approval of any content proposed by undiversified and unlimited users.

Unfortunately, we do not have enough data to evaluate the actual degree of effectiveness of this practice, since we cannot exclude the possibility that some groups or organizations could have felt excluded or passed by in the process. This means that we cannot evaluate to what extent MuseoTorino achieved the stated goals to be realized as a truly “participatory museum”. Neither can we document the broader social impact produced by the development of the new museum. Indeed, as reported by K12 at the time of the interview:

> We have not realized any study or research to evaluate the social impact of MuseoTorino. Consequently, we cannot quantify in any way the impact of MuseoTorino in terms of the improvement of life quality and awareness of Turin citizens, that were key objectives of the project.

In a similar way, since information on this website is available only in the Italian language, we can infer that this can be a serious impediment both to the ambition to make MuseoTorino a “museum for everyone” as well as to the chance to attract foreign tourists and boost cultural tourism in Turin.

Anyway, however, we are in the position to claim that MuseoTorino has likely contributed to the transfer and diffuse of knowledge about the city and its history given the high number of people who visited the website:

> There have been 622,570 visits on the website and 424,826 single visitors, since the launch of the website (on 17 March 2011) to the 31st December 2013, with a high percentage of access from other sites, also thanks to the semantic structure of the website that enables its high position within search engines (especially Google) (K12).

The present study has some limitations. Firstly, it is based only on three interviews; however, extensive document analysis has been used for both data and theoretical saturation. If we can admit that this number can be enough to show the complexity of the issue under investigation (and, in particular, the analytical and interpretive value of our framework), it is not certainly able to disentangle such a complexity that actually remained “black-boxed” to a significant extent. To open up the process and provide an in-depth analysis of practices and processes adopted to implement cultural sustainability in practice an in-depth analysis of the development project of MuseoTorino is required. This more ambitious goal, in turn, would be necessarily based on collecting data through a significant and representative number of interviews and the inclusion of many subjective understandings and interpretations of the phenomenon. To this end it would be valuable to interview other actors involved in the projects, such as artists, volunteers and representatives of organizations involved in the various yards active along the innovation process. Moreover, it would also be very
useful to survey residents of Turin as well as visitors of the website to evaluate their actual degree of involvement in the project and their overall degree of satisfaction about it.

A second limitation derives from the retrospective nature of the data collected through interviews and the lack of real time data on the development process of the museum. Focusing on specific smart open innovation projects, future studies could adopt a longitudinal approach, looking at how specific practices and processes oriented at cultural sustainability goals emerge and unfold over time throughout the various stages of new smart city service development.
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